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Abstract—Active appearance models (AAMs) have been success-
fully used for a variety of segmentation tasks in medical image
analysis. However, gross disturbances of objects can occur in rou-
tine clinical setting caused by pathological changes or medical in-
terventions. This poses a problem for AAM-based segmentation,
since the method is inherently not robust. In this paper, a novel ro-
bust AAM (RAAM) matching algorithm is presented. Compared
to previous approaches, no assumptions are made regarding the
kind of gray-value disturbance and/or the expected magnitude of
residuals during matching. The method consists of two main stages.
First, initial residuals are analyzed by means of a mean-shift-based
mode detection step. Second, an objective function is utilized for
the selection of a mode combination not representing the gross out-
liers. We demonstrate the robustness of the method in a variety of
examples with different noise conditions. The RAAM performance
is quantitatively demonstrated in two substantially different appli-
cations, diaphragm segmentation and rheumatoid arthritis assess-
ment. In all cases, the robust method shows an excellent behavior,
with the new method tolerating up to 50% object area covered by
gross gray-level disturbances.

Index Terms—Active appearance models (AAMs), mean-shift,
model-based segmentation, robust matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACTIVE appearance models (AAMs), developed by Cootes
et al. [1]–[3], are a framework for statistically modeling

object shape and texture variation. AAMs incorporate (high
level) knowledge about shape and texture (appearance) of the
target object during the model building process. This informa-
tion is utilized in the segmentation step, where the difference
between model and image data is minimized by optimizing the
model parameters.

The popularity of AAMs is documented by several variants
that have been developed (see [3] for a detailed overview) like
direct appearance models (DAMs) [4], inverse compositional
AAMs [5] or AAMs based on wavelet compression methods
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[6]–[8]. AAMs have been successfully applied to various prob-
lems in computer vision like segmentation and interpretation of
faces [1] or tracking of objects [9].

A. AAMs in Medical Image Analysis

AAMs have proven their usefulness for medical image anal-
ysis applications. In 1998, the first application of an AAM in
this field was reported by Cootes et al. in [1], where parts of the
knee in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data sets were seg-
mented using an AAM. Later, Cootes et al. [10]–[13] showed
the applicability of AAMs to the segmentation of the ventri-
cles, caudate nucleus and lentiform nucleus in MR images of
the human brain.

Approaches for the segmentation of two-dimensional (2-D)
cardiac MRI data are reported in [14]–[20]. In [21] Mitchell et
al. developed an active appearance motion model (AAMM) for
the time continuous segmentation of 2-D cardiac MR image se-
quences (see also [22]). Border detection on stress echocardio-
grams by AAMs was demonstrated by Bosch et al. [23] and
later extended to time sequences of echocardiograms [24], [25]
(see also [22]). Multi-view AAMs were applied by Oost et al. to
left ventricle contour detection in X-ray angiograms [26], [27]
and cardiac MRI [27]. Stegmann et al. [28], [29] developed a
Cluster-aware AAM (CAAM) for the segmentation of cardiac
perfusion MRI sequences. Work of the same group also ad-
dresses the correction of respiratory motion in dynamic three-di-
mensional (3-D) cardiac MRI [30].

Three-dimensional AAMs were also developed for medical
applications. Beichel et al. [31], [32] developed a 3-D AAM for
the segmentation of the diaphragm dome surface in computed
tomography (CT) data sets. Another type of 3-D AAM was pre-
sented by Mitchell et al. [33] and utilized for the segmentation
of the left ventricle in cardiac MR and endocardial contour de-
tection in 2–D time 4-chamber ultrasound sequences (see also
[34]).

Other medical application areas of AAMs are the segmen-
tation of radiographs of metacarpals [16], automated vertebral
morphometry [35], the segmentation of vertebrae in low-dose
Dual X-ray Absorptiometry lateral scans of the spine [36], and
corpus callosum segmentation in midsagittal MRI slices [37].

Recently, AAMs have been utilized for functional analysis
and diagnosis purposes. Disease characterization based on short
axis cardiac MR data was investigated by Mitchell et al. in [38].
Bosch et al. [39] proposed an automated classification algo-
rithm of wall motion abnormalities of the endocardial shape in
echocardiograms. The detection of abnormal contraction pat-
terns of the left ventricular myocardium in MRI sequences was
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Fig. 1. Example of a failed AAM matching on a proximal phalanx X-ray image of the small finger with missing information (black region on top of the image).
(a) Manually drawn reference outline (white line) by a physician overlaid on image. (b) Failed AAM matching result. Landmark points are represented by “*”
symbols and are connected by white lines. Some landmarks of the AAM are even located outside of the image shown.

studied by Suinesiaputra et al. [40] based on AAMs using inde-
pendent component analysis (ICA), which where earlier intro-
duced by Üzümcü et al. [41], [42].

B. Limitations of AAMs

Despite the success of AAMs in medical image analysis and
other application domains, problems are encountered in cases
where the gray-value appearance of the object is significantly
changed due to gross local disturbances. The learned model will
fail to describe the object to be segmented correctly. Such cases
occur quite frequently in clinical routine and may have several
reasons including:

1) artificial changes of organ appearance (e.g., implants,
drainage tubes, partial contrast enhancement, etc.);

2) pathological changes of organ appearance (e.g., tumors,
cysts, blood accumulations, etc.);

3) missing data;
4) markers used for tracking or registration (e.g., tagged

magnetic resonance imaging);
5) image acquisition artifacts.
The impact of disturbances in gray-value appearance can

range from a partially erroneous result to a complete failure
to match the target object (for an example see Fig. 1). Conse-
quently, another (manual) procedure may have to be used for
segmentation.

Generating AAM training data adapted to the problem
domain is usually not feasible because of the possible large
number of (random) variations. Therefore, the applicability of
traditional AAMs is limited to cases similar to the training data,
which makes for example post surgical follow-up examinations
difficult to handle in a fully automated fashion.

C. Robust Extensions of AAMs

Ideally, the AAM-based segmentation method should match
undisturbed portions of input data and utilize a priori knowl-
edge gained in the learning phase of the AAM to estimate the
plausible object shape and appearance in the disturbed regions.
Such a robust behavior can be obtained by treating missing or
abnormal information (outliers) differently compared to undis-
turbed information (inliers) during the model matching process.
The goal of the matching step is to minimize the difference
between the model and the image data (residual) in order to
achieve a good segmentation. In the standard AAM framework
proposed by Cootes et al. [1]–[3], matching is treated as a least
squares optimization problem. Because of the quadratic error
measure ( -norm) used, it is sensitive to outliers (see Sec-
tion I-B).

Approaches to make AAMs more robust have been reported
by Edwards et al. [43], Stegmann et al. [16], and Gross et al.
[44]. Edwards et al. [43] proposed to learn the usual gray-value
differences encountered during matching in the training phase
of the AAM. Thereby a threshold for each pixel of the AAM
is derived. If the deviation is higher than the learned threshold,
the residual at that location is ignored during optimization.
The authors note, that they excluded the background from the
learning of the thresholds, since it would lead to optimistic (too
high) threshold values. The method has several drawbacks.
First, thresholds depend on the learning conditions and might
be biased. Second, thresholds cannot be adjusted automatically
to the target image data. Therefore, changes of the image data
due to variations of the imaging protocol (e.g., contrast agent
distribution or noise levels) or patient specific parameters (e.g.,
speed of blood circulation) cannot be taken into account.
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Fig. 2. Selection of residuals and their effect on AAM matching. (a) Initial histogram of gray-value differences (residuals) between model and image at the
beginning of matching on partial diaphragm images (see Section IV-C1 for details). (b) Final AAM matching result based only on residuals within range R1 in
histogram (a). (c) AAM matching result using residuals within range R2. One can clearly see that—despite taking larger residuals into account—the matching
result is significantly better than (b). The model shapes are shown as white lines overlaid on the input data.

Stegmann et al. [16] and Gross et al. [44] use the same prin-
ciple, the quadratic error measure is replaced by a robust error
measure. Provided that the scale parameter of the robust error
measure is set correctly, the influence of outliers can be re-
duced or eliminated. However, in practice the optimal selection
of scale might vary from case to case. If selected too small,
useful information is not or only partly utilized. On the other
hand, if selected too large, outliers are used during the optimiza-
tion.

In general, a large residual during the AAM matching is not
an information that should be discarded a priori. For example,
the residual might be due to an initial model displacement (see
Fig. 2 for an example). In this case, the residual is a valuable
information. If discarded, a slower convergence of the AAM or
a complete failure to match image data might result [Fig. 2(b)].
Therefore, treating the AAM-matching error information solely
in terms of its magnitude is not the best approach.

D. Robust Methods in Computer Vision

Robustness is an important topic in computer vision. Re-
lated to AAMs, principal component analysis (PCA)-based
object recognition techniques have been studied intensively.
The problems encountered are basically the same as for the
AAMs. The basic approach to PCA-based object recognition
is nonrobust with respect to noise, occlusions, and cluttered
background (which is of major concern in object recognition)
[45]. In theory, the breakdown point of the standard approach is
0%, which means that even a single erroneous data (pixel) can
cause an arbitrary wrong result. AAMs show the same behavior.

Several approaches to PCA-based robust object recognition
have been proposed, e.g., modular eigenspaces [46], eigen-
windows [47], search-window [48], and adaptive masks [49]
which are simple and rather restrictive approaches. Black and
Jepson [50] proposed to use a conventional robust -estimator
for calculating the coefficients, i.e., they replaced the standard
quadratic error norm with a robust error norm. Their main
focus was to show that appearance-based methods can be used
for tracking. Rao [51] introduced a robust hierarchical form
of the MDL-based Kalman filter estimators that can tolerate

significant occlusion and clutter. In both approaches, the crit-
ical steps are the initialization and simultaneous recovery of
occluding objects. The method proposed by Leonardis and
Bischof [45], [52] extracts the model coefficients by a robust
hypothesize-and-test paradigm using subsets of image pixels
instead of computing the coefficients by a projection of the data
into the eigenspace.

E. Contribution

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a
novel robust AAM matching algorithm. The approach is suit-
able for different variants of AAMs and can be used in conjunc-
tion with existing (already trained) AAM applications, since the
AAM building and training steps are the same as for the stan-
dard AAM framework. For matching, residuals are analyzed by
means of a mean-shift based mode detection step and selected
according to the impact on the matching process. This allows an
individual adaptation to disturbances in input data. Compared to
other methods, no assumptions regarding “normality” of resid-
uals are made. This translates into a higher flexibility regarding
types of disturbances that can be handled without adjusting the
algorithm. The robustness and performance of the developed al-
gorithm is demonstrated on different medical data sets and under
various kinds of disturbances.

II. ACTIVE APPEARANCE MODELS

In the following we summarize the standard (2-D) AAM
frame work as proposed by Cootes [1]–[3]. This is the basis for
the robust AAM algorithm, which is presented in Section III.
AAM-based segmentation can be divided into two main stages:
model building and model matching, which are described
below.

A. Model Building

Based on segmented samples (training data) of an object pop-
ulation, independent statistical models of shape and texture (ap-
pearance) are built. These two models are then jointed into a
single AAM.
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1) Modeling Shape: Shape is modeled based on landmark
points by building a point distribution model [53]. Shapes are
aligned into a common coordinate frame by applying Procrustes
Analysis [3]. Using landmark points of each of the learning
data sets, a statistical model of shape variations can be generated
by means of a PCA. The linear model

(1)

generates examples of the learned shape class, where denotes
the mean shape, the shape eigenvector matrix and are the
shape parameters.

2) Modeling Texture: After warping the gray-value images
to the mean shape, a sampling scheme is used to generate a tex-
ture vector for each learning sample. An intensity-normaliza-
tion to the average intensity of 0 and a variance of 1 is carried
out. Applying PCA to the normalized data a linear model

(2)

for the intensity vector can be obtained, where denotes the
mean intensity, the intensity eigenvector matrix and the
intensity parameters.

3) Combining Shape and Texture: For building the final
AAM, shape coefficient vector and gray-level intensity
coefficient vector are concatenated in the following manner:

(3)

where is a diagonal matrix relating to the different units of
shape and intensity. A PCA is applied to the sample set of all
vectors, yielding the model

(4)

where is a matrix consisting of eigenvectors and are the re-
sulting appearance model coefficients. A more compact AAM
representation can be obtained by taking only eigenvectors cor-
responding to the largest eigenvalues for each of the individual
PCA-based modeling steps.

The two basic components of the AAM can be expressed as
functions of the model coefficients :

(5)

and

(6)

Therefore, an object population can be described by a “mean
object” and its characteristic variations in shape and texture.
Given a model coefficient vector , a corresponding object in-
stance can be generated as follows.

a) Generate a new shape by using (5).
b) Transform the shape points to the , -coordinate

system of the image by applying the similarity transfor-
mation

(7)

using the pose parameter vector .

c) Generate a new texture vector by using (6), transform
the intensity values (texture) to the image frame by

(8)

( denotes a vector of units) using the intensity parameter
vector .

d) Convert the intensity vector to an image (reverse sam-
pling scheme) and warp it according to into the image
frame.

B. Model Matching

The AAM can be used for segmentation by minimizing the
difference between the model appearance and a target image by
applying a gradient descent minimization. The actual shape in
the target image frame is defined by model parameters and
pose parameters . For matching, pixels covered by the model
shape are converted to the texture model frame. This is done by
sampling the pixels into an intensity vector and by applying

, which results the intensity vector in the model frame.
The actual gray value appearance of the model can be

calculated from by using (6). During the matching process the
-norm of the residual

(9)

is minimized by varying the parameter vector

(10)

consisting of model parameters , pose parameters and global
intensity parameters .

For an effective update of the parameter vector during
matching, a linear relationship between the observed residual

and the necessary parameter change for error mini-
mization is assumed. The relation

(11)

is learned in an off-line training process. Therefore, is consid-
ered fixed and a recalculation in each matching step is omitted.
Initially, Cootes proposed a multi-variate regression approach
to calculate [1], [2]. Later Cootes introduced a method based
on a first-order Taylor expansion [3], [13], which is easier to
calculate. In this paper, the later variant has been used. is cal-
culated as follows (see [3], [13]):

(12)

where

(13)

is the Jacobian of .
Matching the AAM to the target image is done by repeating

steps 5)–8) as long as the error decreases.

1) Initially estimate all components of the parameter vector
: model parameters (e.g., “mean model”: ),

pose parameters , and texture parameters . Set
.

2) Evaluate the residual vector see (9).
3) Compute the current error .
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4) Set .
5) Update the parameter vector: .
6) Calculate a new error vector using the updated param-

eter vector .
7) If , then accept the new parameters: .
8) Else, try at , , etc., and go to

Step 5).

III. METHODS

A. Robust Active Appearance Models (RAAMs) – Overview

To increase the robustness of AAMs to gross disturbances
(outliers) in the input image, “misleading” coefficient updates
in Step 5) of the matching procedure (Section II-B) must be
avoided. Therefore, inliers and outliers must be identified. If the
outliers in are known, (11) can be adjusted accordingly.
Let be the selection vector regarding
the residual with the following property:

(14)

where the set of inliers is denoted as and the set of outliers
as . Then the rows of the Jacobian are rearranged into
the vector . denotes the components of for
which is equal to one:

(15)

According to (12) and (11) a new matrix and a new
parameter update vector can be calculated, assuming
that . By using instead of , only inliers are
used for the update of model parameters during matching. A
successive degeneration of the model, due to outliers, can be
avoided. Note, that has to be recalculated in each iteration
of the matching procedure described in Section II-B, since the
residual changes during matching.

The crucial step in this procedure is the classification of in-
liers and outliers. Finding outliers only based on the magnitude
of the residual is not sufficient as demonstrated by the ex-
ample in Fig. 2. Therefore, we propose a robust AAM matching
procedure based on optimization of an objective function.

1) Initialize the AAM with the parameter vector based on
initial estimates [Section II-B step 1)].

2) Calculate the initial residual [Section II-B, (9)].
3) Analyze the modes of the residual (Section III-B).
4) Choose an optimal selection of modes based on the opti-

mization of an objective function.
5) Utilize only pixels covered by the selected mode combi-

nation in the intrinsic iterative AAM matching process.
Steps 1) and 2) recycle standard AAM matching steps. In

Step 3) the initial residual is partitioned into modes
by using a mean-shift-based algorithm (Section III-B). Based
on the partitioning, the combination of modes is optimized
according to an objective function. The goal is to select only
modes associated with and to reject modes associated with

. Mode combinations are tested by running the intrinsic
AAM matching algorithm (Section III-C) followed by the
evaluation of the objective function (Section III-D). Finally, the
best mode combination is selected. The results obtained with

Fig. 3. Overview of the robust AAM matching procedure. AAM generation
and training are the same as for the standard AAM described in Section II.

this selection are taken as the final matching result. Exhaustive
or greedy search strategies can be used during optimization
(Section III-E). Fig. 3 summarizes the main function blocks
of the RAAM algorithm and shows its integration into the
standard AAM framework.

B. Mean-Shift-Based Analysis of Residuals

1) Mean-Shift: This section summarizes the mean-shift pro-
cedure initially proposed by Fukunaga and Hosteler [54]. The
mean-shift procedure is based on a nonparametric density gra-
dient estimation using a kernel function. A detailed description
of the mean-shift with proofs can be found in [54]–[56].

Given a set of points ,
the multivariate kernel density estimate at point for the un-
known probability density function (PDF) can be written as

(16)

The used kernel function has to satisfy several conditions
(see [56]). The kernel function can be chosen so that it is radial
symmetric and can be expressed in terms of a profile function

as

(17)

where is a normalization constant. Using only a global
bandwidth parameter , the multivariate kernel density estimate
from (16) becomes

(18)

For mode analysis of the PDF, points that fulfill
are of special interest. Assuming that the derivative of the
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profile function exists, a new kernel function
can be defined with

(19)

Kernel is called the shadow of kernel . By using
the kernel function , the density
gradient estimator of (18) can be written as (see [56] for details)

(20)

where

(21)

denotes the mean-shift vector. As shown by Comaniciu et al. in
[56], the mean-shift vector has the following property:

(22)

hence the mean-shift vector always points in the direction of
maximum PDF ascent.

2) Mean-Shift-Based Mode Analysis of Residuals: To find
the modes of the initial residual the mean-shift algorithm
is utilized. Since the components of are scalar ( ),
we set . In particular, the boundaries between
modes are of interest for partitioning the residual. Therefore,
the valleys between the modes need to be found. Following the
mean-shift vector would lead to a mode (local max-
imum of PDF). However, by reversing the direction of
local minima, representing the boundaries between modes, can
be found by the following procedure:

1) Repeat for each with :
a) Set .
b) Shift each point proportionally to the reversed gradient

of the PDF (mean-shift) until it converges to a valley
point by iteratively computing:

(23)

c) Store the reached valley point:
2) Quantize all valley points according to the initial his-

togram bins: .
3) Find all the different valley points in

and store them as a list of scalars ( ) in
where for . Modes are stored

in , whereas mode is limited
by the valley points and .

Modes with only a few data points can be merged, since they
are of secondary importance for describing the main modes of
the residual distribution and have hardly any influence on the
result. A two stage merge strategy is used, where the number of
points in mode is denoted as .

1) Combine small modes: merge neighboring and
if and .

Fig. 4. Mode analysis of the initial residual~r = ~r(p ). The found modes and
the corresponding valley points are stored in the setsM andB , respectively.

2) Merge a small mode with a large one: if then
merge cluster with a neighboring mode where

.

Each merging step is repeated until the number of clusters
does not change anymore. The threshold is set as follows:

where . The number of
remaining modes is denoted by . and are updated
accordingly after merging. Input and output parameters of the
mean-shift-based mode analysis step are depicted in Fig. 4.

C. Intrinsic AAM Matching

RAAMs (Section III-A) utilize a modified version of the stan-
dard AAM matching procedure during the evaluation of the
objective function. The changes made to the iterative standard
matching are summarized in Fig. 5. Deviations are twofold.
First, only parts of the residual are used for the parameter up-
date according to the actual mode combination used
(see Fig. 5(a) and Section III-C1). Second, a different gray-
value alignment function is used, eliminating the influence of
the selection of initial texture parameter vector on param-
eter updates (see Fig. 5(b) and Section III-C2). Intrinsic AAM
matching is still based on a least squares optimization which is
well suited for an outlier free mode combination. The selection
of the residual components used for this process is determined
by the mode combination under evaluation. If this selection in-
cludes outlier modes, the least-squares optimization will lead
to a degeneration of matching performance which will be re-
flected in a lower objective function value (Section III-D). This
fact is utilized for the selection of an outlier free mode combi-
nation. Model building and training are unchanged compared to
the AAM framework proposed by Cootes (Fig. 3).

1) Parameter Update: Prior to each parameter update
during AAM matching [Step 5), Section II-B], a selection
vector is generated and utilized for calculating
and , respectively. The generation of is based on
an estimate for the residual . is calculated with (9) where

is used for the conversion of gray-values to the texture
model frame by . The components of are set to one
if the corresponding value in is covered by the modes in .
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Fig. 5. Iterative intrinsic AAM matching and its changes compared to standard AAM matching described by Cootes et al. [1]–[3]. (a) Selection vector generation
and (b) selective parameter update with changed alignment function (Section III-C). The final residual r of the iterative intrinsic AAM matching is used for the
evaluation of the objective function Q(S ) (Section III-D).

2) Gray-Value Alignment: Instead of the gray-value align-
ment function [see Section II-B and (8)] a -score function
is used

(24)

where the mean of the components of vector with corre-
sponding elements of equal to one is denoted as
and the standard deviation as . Equation (9) becomes
then

(25)

since the model gray-values need to be aligned in the same way
as the image gray-values. For intrinsic AAM matching, the pa-
rameter vector is not used. Therefore, (10) is replaced by

.

To generate an instance of the matched model (image frame),
a texture vector from (6) can be converted to the image frame
by replacing (8) with

(26)

where denotes the parameters of the matched model.

D. Objective Function

The main idea behind the objective function for mode selec-
tion is as follows: gross outliers in images usually lead to a de-
generation of AAMs during matching. For the evaluation of the
final AAM matching performance, an objective function is uti-
lized for the selection of a mode combination.

Ideally, a matched AAM would result in a residual vector
equal to 0. Therefore, the histogram would show a single
peak at the residual value of 0 with the peak height equal to .
Peak heights lower than or a peak occurring at other residual
values than zero indicate a less desirable match. For objective
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Fig. 6. HistogramH(r) of a residual r. Y (r) denotes the maximum value
ofH(r) andX (r) the magnitude of the corresponding residual.

function design in conjunction with mode combination selec-
tion, it is also important that only modes associated with outliers
are rejected. Therefore, we would like to use as many residual
values as possible for AAM matching. It is also crucial that no
assumptions regarding a “normal” magnitude of residuals are
made, since large residual values might provide important in-
formation for AAM matching.

Let denote the set of all possible mode combinations with
at least one mode selected

(27)

where denotes the power set and . Given ,
the optimal selection based on the objective function is with

(28)

Let be the final residual [see (25)] after the intrinsic AAM
matching based on the modes in . The distribution of residual

is analyzed by calculating the histogram . The max-
imum value of is calculated and the mag-
nitude of the corresponding residual is denoted as
(Fig. 6). We define the following objective function:

(29)

where

(30)

represents an AND-conjunction of two weighting functions
and . The peak offset is taken into account by the weighting
function

(31)

and the number of residual components used is reflected in

(32)

The values of both weighting functions range between zero and
one. The relative influence of and is adjusted by the factor

. Both weights are combined by (30) and attenuate the peak
value . can be also implemented by using a mul-
tiplication or minimum operation. However, using several dif-
ferent formulations of the objective function, (29) was empiri-
cally found to work best. Note that we use the same value for
parameter in all experiments of this paper.

E. Optimization

Since the number of modes is usually rather small, an ex-
haustive search is used to find the best mode combination. A
dynamic approach is taken to avoid unnecessary iterations of
AAM matching. This is possible because of the formulation of
the objective function [see (29)]. Since peak values are only at-
tenuated, the following inequality holds:

(33)

Therefore, all mode combinations with
can be excluded from search, given the maximum objective
function value found so far. The following search strategy
is used, which delivers the same result as a normal exhaustive
search.

1) Set according to (27).
2) Evaluate with and

where .
3) Set .
4) Iterate:

a) remove all mode combinations from with
;

b) go to Step 5) if is empty;
c) select with ;
d) evaluate ;
e) if set and ;
f) go to Step a);.

5) use for the final AAM matching.
In the case where a lot of modes are found, the use of a greedy

search strategy is also possible, but might yield suboptimal re-
sults. If a priori knowledge about the disturbance is available
(e.g., disturbance is dark), it can be incorporated into the search
strategy.

F. Two Step Matching

To improve gray-value matching performance, which is of
importance for the diaphragm application (see Section IV-C1),
a-two step AAM matching inspired by -trimming [57] is used.

1) Perform an intrinsic AAM matching using the selection
vector corresponding to the mode combination .

2) Store the matched model parameters in and evaluate
the final matching error: .

3) Based on the model parameters from the first AAM
matching, start another AAM matching where, in addi-
tion to the selection vector , of the remaining
residual components with the highest magnitude are
ignored.
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4) Store the matched model parameters in and evaluate
the final matching error: .

5) Use the model parameters associated with the lowest mag-
nitude of and , respectively.

The two step AAM matching can be replaced by a single
matching step, if gray-value matching performance is not an
issue. Note that Fig. 5 depicts intrinsic AAM matching without
the two step matching approach.

IV. CASE STUDIES

The standard AAM and the new RAAM matching algorithms
are compared using different medical data sets and various types
of disturbances. Synthetic and real data sets are utilized. We
have decided to use both kinds of data since the synthetic data
allow to generate models of shape and appearance that fully
describe the underlying population. In other words, the AAMs
are not limited by the possible lack of data sets. Therefore, the
matching process can be studied without an unknown influence
of a possibly incomplete learning data set.

Since the RAAM is based on an extended version of Cootes’
AAM algorithm, extensions described in Sections III-C2 and
III-F have also been applied to the standard AAM to provide
a fair comparison. The parameter of the two step matching
procedure (Section III-F) is set to the same value for both the
AAM and RAAM (see Section IV-B). The AAM as well as
RAAM matching start with identical initial model parameters.

A. Quantitative Indices

Several quantitative indexes are used to measure the perfor-
mance of the matching algorithms. Since AAMs are mainly
used for segmentation, the ability to match the shape of the
target object is of importance. We use the relative overlap
error which is suitable to measure not only the success of the
matching process, but also the degree of failure. Sometimes,
a low gray-value matching error is necessary, therefore, the
gray-value matching performance is also assessed.

Usually, regions with disturbances or occlusions are excluded
from the evaluation of performance measures. However, if the
model-based prediction in these areas is of importance for a par-
ticular application, a full comparison with reference data was
carried out.

Both AAM and RAAM matching methods are based on an
optimization procedure, which can get stuck in a local min-
imum. This might lead to a failure to match the target object. In
practice, one would restart the matching with a slightly changed
starting position or different initial model parameters . How-
ever, the matching process was not repeated in such cases, to
provide a fair comparison between AAMs and RAAMs.

1) Relative Overlap Error: For assessing the border posi-
tioning performance of the matched model, the relative overlap
error was defined as (Fig. 7)

(34)

where and are object masks for the reference seg-
mentation and the matched model, respectively. The operator
denotes the XOR operation between masks and the number of

Fig. 7. Calculation of the relative overlap error. (a) Reference segmentation
(white line) and AAM segmentation result (white line with circles indicating
landmark points). Landmark points of the matched AAM are connected by
straight lines. (b) Corresponding object masks after XOR operation.

set object pixels is denoted as . Note that in cases of severe
failure, values larger than 100% can occur.

For interpreting the distribution of the relative overlap errors
of test series, notched box-and-whisker plots are used [58]. The
box has lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile
values. The whiskers show the extent of the rest of the data.
Outliers are displayed by a “ ” symbol. Notches represent a
robust estimate of the uncertainty about the medians for box to
box comparison (significance level of 0.05).

2) Gray-Value Matching Error: For calculating gray-value
matching performance, the texture vector is transformed to
the image frame. This is done by warping according to the
steps one to four outlined in Section II-A3. The warping is done
by:

a) transforming all gray-values from the model frame (mean
shape) to the image frame (data domain);

b) calculating gray-values for all pixels in image frame
without assigned values by applying a thin-plate spline
interpolation [59].

The gray-value matching error is then calculated on a per-
pixel basis for all pixels of the reference object mask

(35)

Note that interpretation of this error measure only makes sense
in combination with the relative overlap error (Section IV-A1).

B. RAAM Parameters

The parameters of the RAAM are summarized in Table I. Pa-
rameter one to three are associated with the mode analysis step
of the residual. By setting these parameters, a tradeoff between
sensitivity regarding small modes and the number of modes to
process (speed) is achieved. Usually they are set experimentally
in the training phase by analyzing the initial residuals and
the found modes. Parameter four is only needed if the optional
two step matching procedure (Section III-F) is used to achieve
an improved gray-value matching performance. Parameter in
(31) adjusts the relative influence between the weighting func-
tions and [(31) and (32)]. It was empirically found that

yields good results for various types of image data
and disturbances.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE RAAM ALGORITHM USED FOR ALL

EXPERIMENTS IN THIS PAPER

Fig. 8. Generation of 2-D diaphragm images. On top, a partial volume
rendering of a CT data set with a segmented diaphragm dome surface (dark
surface) is shown. Height values of the segmented diaphragm dome are stored
in an axial elevation image shown underneath the volume data set. The point
with the highest elevation is coded with the darkest gray-value (zero).

For all experiments, parameter values as shown in Table I
were used. The initial estimates of for the texture alignment
(Section II-B) were made individually, similar to the original
AAM framework [3]. A rough estimate is sufficient that brings

and in the same value range for comparison
[see (9)].

C. Two-Dimensional Diaphragm Images

1) Data: Diaphragm dome surface elevation images (in the
following abbreviated as diaphragm images) model the top layer
of the diaphragm dome surface (see Fig. 8). An AAM-based
representation is of potential interest for segmentation and func-
tional analysis. For example, diaphragm images have been used
by Beichel et al. [31], [32] as a basis for building a 3-D AAM for
the segmentation of the diaphragm dome in CT data sets and are
utilized in this paper for testing AAMs and RAAMs. Two vari-
ants of diaphragm images are used: real and synthetic data sets.

a) Real data sets: Two types of real diaphragm data
sets are used: full diaphragm images [Fig. 9(a)] and partial

Fig. 9. Example of 2-D diaphragm images. (a) Full axial diaphragm image
representing the elevation values of the diaphragm top surface relative to the
highest point of the diaphragm. (b) Partial diaphragm image showing only
regions adjacent to the lungs. The gap in the middle represents the area where
the heart is located.

Fig. 10. Example of an image with blob occlusion and varying noise intensity
(Section IV-C3). The image depicts a case with random noise between
gray-values of 0 and 100.

diaphragm images [Fig. 9(b)] showing only parts adjacent to the
lung surfaces (diaphragmatic lung surfaces). Full diaphragm
images are used for model building. The partial diaphragm
images are utilized for testing of the robustness of the AAM
and RAAM, since they include false/missing information in the
heart region [Fig. 9(b)]. The ability of matching a model to a
partial diaphragm image is of special interest for the automated
initialization of a 3-D AAM-based diaphragm segmentation
approach [31], [32], which uses internally a 2-D AAM as a
subpart to model the diaphragm shape (see [32] for details).

Forty-five routinely acquired contrast-enhanced spiral CT
liver scans depicting the diaphragm were available. Images were
acquired using a standard protocol for liver tumor screening.
Patients were asked to exhale and hold the breath during the
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Fig. 11. Box-and-whisker plots of the relative overlap error of AAM and RAAM methods for different noise levels as described in Section IV-C3.

CT scan. No lung volume controller was used. The diaphragm
dome was segmented manually by a physician. Since the av-
erage diaphragm dome surface is large, an interpolation scheme
was used. Diaphragm dome surface voxels were only identified
at a 16 16 sampling grid. Near the side walls, additional
voxels were added to preserve a precise outline. The dome
surface was generated by a thin-plate spline interpolation. Key
landmark points were identified manually on the outline of
the diaphragm. Additional landmarks were placed equidistant
on the outline between key landmarks. The outline of the di-
aphragm was extended by generating a fringe using additional
landmark points (Fig. 2). Gray-values in the fringe area were
set to a constant gray-value of 75 to avoid an interference with
gray-values associated with elevation information ( ). The
diaphragmatic lung surface was identified and used to generate
partial diaphragm images utilized for comparing AAM and
RAAM.

b) Synthetic data sets: After building an AAM that was
based on diaphragm images described in Section IV-C1, it was
utilized for generating 150 synthetic diaphragm images. During
the model building, eigenvectors explaining 92% of the vari-
ability present in the training set were used for shape and tex-
ture representation; a 97% limit was used for the final PCA of
the AAM. Diaphragm images were generated by randomly gen-
erating model parameters between standard deviations of
the model eigenvalues. Elevation information was placed in the
middle of the image and scaled to range between 20 and 60
gray-values, similar to real data sets. The synthetic data sets
also include a fringe. Gray-values in the fringe area were set
to a constant gray-value of 61. Several different artificial distur-
bance patterns are used for detailed performance evaluation (see
results Section IV-C3).

2) Independent Standard, Model Generation, Training, and
Testing:

a) Synthetic data sets: Since data has been generated
synthetically, an exact independent standard was available.
For model generation, a hold-out approach was employed
during the training as well as testing since a large number of
images was available. 70 cases were used for model generation

and training. The remaining 80 cases are utilized for testing
the model in combination with different disturbance patterns.
During model generation, the number of PCA modes used to
represent shape, texture, and the final model were selected to
explain 90% of the variation present in the training data.

b) Real data sets: For evaluation, a leave-one-out ap-
proach is taken. Models were generated and trained on 44
complete diaphragm images, and matching performance was
subsequently evaluated on the left-out data set. The training
process was repeated 45 times, always leaving out a different
data sets for evaluation. Therefore, the current left-out man-
ually segmented diaphragm image serves as the independent
standard. The model was built by taking PCA modes explaining
95% of the variation in shape and texture present in the training
data. For the final PCA, all eigenvectors were used.

3) Results:
a) Synthetic data sets—blob occlusion with varying noise

intensity: Fig. 10 depicts the disturbance type used in the first
experiment. The blobs occluding the image have been randomly
placed and the arrangement pattern stays fixed for all the 80 test
cases. Because of the varying size of the target object, the ef-
fective average occlusion was . Blobs used in ex-
periments show different levels of uniformly distributed random
noise. Three noise level intervals were used [0, 100], [0, 200],
and [0, 300]. Box-and-whisker plots of the relative overlap error
of the AAM and RAAM method for the different disturbance
patterns are shown in Fig. 11. For error calculation, the full ref-
erence mask was used.

The behavior of the AAM and RAAM were essentially iden-
tical for the undisturbed and the disturbed image with noise
levels from the interval of [0, 100]. For both methods, the me-
dian of the overlap error was below 5%. When increasing the
noise levels (intervals [0, 200] and [0, 300]), the overlap error
of the AAM increased considerably and reached up to 20%
(Fig. 11). In comparison, the median of the overlap error was
essentially unchanged for the RAAM.

b) Synthetic Data Sets — Blob Occlusion With Varying
Density: In the second experiment, the behavior of the models
regarding six different occlusion levels is evaluated (see
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Fig. 12. Examples of a diaphragm image occluded by blobs with different degrees of occlusion (Section IV-C3). The blobs have a constant gray-value of 200.

Fig. 13. Box-and-whisker plots of the relative overlap error of AAM and RAAM methods for disturbance patterns p1–p6 as described in Section IV-C3.

Fig. 12). Again, randomly placed blobs occlude the images,
but in this case, the blobs have a constant intensity of 200. The
effective occlusion caused by the different occlusion patterns
in the 80 test cases is listed in Table II. The relative overlap
error of the AAM and RAAM method is depicted by the
box-and-whisker plots in Fig. 13. Full reference masks were
used. Cases with no occlusion from Section IV-C3 have been
added to Fig. 13 for comparison.

In case of the AAM, the median of the relative overlap error
was well above 5% (undisturbed case) for all occlusion densi-
ties (patterns p1–p6). For patterns p1–p4, the error was steadily
increasing and then somewhat decreased for higher occlusion
levels (patterns p5 and p6). This behavior is caused by two ef-

TABLE II
EFFECTIVE DEGREE OF OCCLUSION OF CORE DIAPHRAGM IMAGES IN

DEPENDENCE OF OCCLUSION PATTERNS P1-P6 (SEE SECTION IV-C3).

fects. On one hand, starting from an undisturbed image, the
overlap error increases with increasing occlusion density. On
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Fig. 14. Segmentation results of the AAM and RAAM method applied to a sample case occluded with pattern p3 (see Section IV-C3). “+” symbols indicate
landmark positions. Landmarks have been connected by lines to form the object’s outline.

the other hand, for a fully occluded image the model would not
move at all, since no improvement of the matching error [see
Section II-B Step 7)] can be achieved. In this case, the error of
the matched model is equivalent to the error at the start. There-
fore, the overlap error only depends on the initial model param-
eters . Usually the overlap error is lower in this case as for a
degenerated matching result. Depending on the occlusion den-
sity, a mixture of both effects can be observed. For patterns p5
and p6 with an occlusion greater than 50%, the second effect
is more dominating, causing less matching iterations. However,
the AAM fails to deliver a usable matching result in both cases.
The relative overlap error of the RAAM stayed low for patterns
p1–p4, which translates to an occlusion level of up to approx-
imately 50% (Table II). RAAM segmentation failed for higher
occlusion densities. Individual matching results of both methods
applied to an image occluded with pattern p3 [Fig. 12(c)] are de-
picted in Fig. 14. The AAM failed to match the disturbed image,
whereas the RAAM succeeded.

c) Real Data Sets — Partial Diaphragm Images: Partial
diaphragm images used for matching AAMs and RAAMs show
a natural disturbance—a gap caused by the heart [Fig. 9(b)].
Therefore, no artificial disturbances were generated. Re-
sults presented summarize all individual experiments of the
leave-one-out-based evaluation on 45 data sets. The relative
overlap error has been calculated based on full reference masks,
because of the potential application as initialization method
for a 3-D AAM, as outlined in Section IV-C1. Note that this
increases the overlap error, since the prediction of the model is
also taken into account.

Results obtained are depicted as box-and-whisker plots for
the AAM and RAAM in Fig. 15. The RAAM had a lower me-
dian of the relative overlap error than the AAM. Individual ex-
amples of the matched AAM and RAAM are shown in Fig. 17.
The standard AAM is affected by the missing information in the
heart region, which is still used for the model update. In com-
parison, the RAAM adapts to the existing lack of information

Fig. 15. Comparison between the relative overlap error of the AAM and
RAAM on partial diaphragm images (Section IV-C3).

Fig. 16. Capture range of AAM and RAAM on partial diaphragm images in
y-direction.

well. The “predicted” shape of the RAAM in the gap region is
more reasonable as the AAM result. Note that a mask for true di-
aphragm pixels utilized for selectively updating the AAM would
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Fig. 17. Matching result of the AAM and RAAM on a partial diaphragm image. Panels (a) and (c) depict the outline of the matched model overlaid on input
image data. For comparison, reference data that were not used in the segmentation process are displayed in panels (b) and (d).

not be sufficient to solve this task, since valuable background in-
formation needed for correctly positioning the model is missing.
In general, the region around spine and aorta shows a higher
shape variability. Hence, the actual shape is hard to predict for
the RAAM.

To investigate the influence of the robust matching proce-
dure on the capture range of the model, a comparison between
AAM and RAAM was made. The models’ initial -starting po-
sition, used in the previous experiment, was shifted in steps of
five pixels up to and used for AAM and RAAM
matching. In each case, the mean relative overlap error was
calculated using full reference masks. The obtained results are
shown in Fig. 16. When comparing the results for the AAM and
the RAAM, two patterns can be observed. First, the matching
algorithm of the RAAM does not impact the capture range ad-

versely—the shapes of both curves are essentially the same.
Second, the RAAM had in all cases a better matching perfor-
mance (lower error).

Fig. 18(a) shows the over all 45 cases combined distribution
of the gray-value matching error for both methods. The per-
centage of pixels covered by different error intervals is plotted
in Fig. 18(b). For gray-value matching error measurement, the
region of the heart gap was excluded. Compared to the RAAM,
the AAM failed to deliver a good gray-value matching result.

D. X-ray Images of the Small Finger

1) Data: In order to show the performance of the RAAM
algorithm on a completely different data set, proximal pha-
lanx X-ray images of the small finger are utilized. Normal
undisturbed data sets are used for model training. AAMs and
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Fig. 18. Gray-value matching performance of AAM and RAAM algorithm on real diaphragm images (see Section IV-C3). (a) Cumulative error distribution plot.
(b) Relative number of overall pixels within different error intervals.

RAAMs are compared on two images with different types of
disturbances. In the first case, information is missing—a joint
of the proximal phalanx has not been completely captured
(Fig. 1). In the second case, an arthrodesis of the proximal in-
terphalangeal joint of the finger with wires for fixation, leading
to union of the of the bones, has been carried out [Fig. 20(a)].
The patient is suffering from rheumatoid arthritis, causing
lower bone density and pathological changes of the joints,
compared to normals. This case is of particular interest, since
model-based segmentation techniques carry a promise for the
automated assessment of rheumatoid arthritis [60], [61].

2) Independent Standard, Model Generation and
Training: Reference data for both data sets were manually
segmented by a physician. For model training, 40 normal
proximal phalanx contours were traced. Landmarks were
placed automatically by using the method proposed by
Thodberg [62]. Learning and training of the AAM and the
RAAM was performed on the 40 data sets. PCA modes used to
represent shape, texture, and the final model were selected to
explain 99% of the variation present in the training data. After
training, models were applied to the two test cases.

3) Quantitative Evaluation: For assessment of segmenta-
tion performance, the relative overlap error was used [see (34)].

4) Results: For the case with missing information, the rela-
tive overlap error was 45.2% and 3.3% for AAM and RAAM,
respectively. Model object masks in the area with no informa-
tion were excluded for calculating the relative overlap error. The
AAM matching result is shown in Fig. 1(b). The result of the
RAAM is given in Fig. 19, and the manually generated refer-
ence contour can be found in Fig. 1(a). The RAAM segmented
the imaged part of the proximal phalanx well, whereas the AAM
totally failed to adapt to the available information.

In case of the arthrodesis image, the AAM and RAAM
matching results are shown in Fig. 20(b) and (c), respectively.
The reference tracing is depicted in Fig. 20(d). The corre-
sponding overlap images can be found in Fig. 20(e) and (f). The
relative overlap error was calculated as 33.7% for the AAM

Fig. 19. Segmentation result of the RAAM on a proximal phalanx X-ray
images of the small finger with missing information (black area). For a
reference tracing and the AAM result see Fig. 1.

and 15.5% for the RAAM. For error calculation, full object
masks were used. The two step matching was omitted, since
the gray-value matching performance is not important for this
application. The AAM is severely influenced by the changed
object appearance and fails to deliver an acceptable result. The
RAAM does not show such a behavior. In case of the RAAM,
segmentation errors mainly occur in the region of the joint
which is affected by rheumatoid arthritis. Fig. 21 visualizes
the final selection vector in the model domain (mean
shape). The selection vector information might be useful for
further analysis steps after segmentation.
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Fig. 20. Proximal phalanx X-ray image with implants. (a) Image used for matching of AAM and RAAM. (b) AAM and (c) RAAM matching result. Landmarks
are represented by “+” symbols and are connected by white lines. (d) Reference tracing of the proximal phalanx. (e) Overlap image for the AAM and (f) RAAM
segmentation. The relative overlap errors were 33.7% for the AAM segmentation and 15.5% for the RAAM in these two cases.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparing the Performance of AAMs and RAAMs

The experiments demonstrate that standard AAM matching
does not handle gross outliers well. This is an expected out-
come, since gross outliers severely influence the least squares
optimization process during model matching. A low breakdown
point is the consequence. Results obtained on disturbed images
frequently show a failure to match the target object and are not
usable for further processing or analysis.

In contrast, the proposed robust AAM matching method
shows a higher degree of robustness and can tolerate distur-
bances (outliers) up to 50%. Results obtained in cases with no
disturbance are comparable to the standard matching method.
In cases with more than 50% outliers, neither the RAAM nor
the standard AAM delivers useful results.

While the presented RAAM method has many advantages,
a decrease of image analysis speed is experienced due to the
increase of the computation complexity. For example, in case of

Fig. 21. Visualization of the final RAAM selection vector v =
(v ; . . . ; v ) in the model (mean shape) domain. Black pixels correspond
to v = 0 and gray pixels to v = 1.

the experiment with real data sets presented in Section IV-C3,
3.11 mode combinations were tested on average by the RAAM
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algorithm using the search strategy with early termination intro-
duced in Section III-E. The average number of possible mode
combinations was 5.87. Therefore, the proposed search strategy
reduced the required number of tests by 47%. The accumulated
execution time of the RAAM was 3.17 times longer, compared
to a standard AAM. This can be explained by the overhead
introduced by mode analysis and a somewhat more expensive
selective parameter update during matching. The search for an
optimal mode combination requires that individual combina-
tions are tested. The more modes are found in the process, the
more mode combinations need to be analyzed. Hence, a tradeoff
between selectivity and processing time has to be made. An
adequate selection of kernel , kernel bandwidth, and mode
merging threshold can reduce the running time of RAAM
algorithm, while providing a similar matching performance.
If processing speed is of the utmost importance, the RAAMs
may be employed selectively to improve performance in cases
known to include metal implants, tumors, or image artifacts as
described above while conventional AAMs can be used in the
standard situations. The method selection can easily be done
interactively when reviewing the images prior to the analysis.

On disturbed image data, RAAMs provide a better gray-value
matching performance than the AAMs. This is due to the dis-
tribution of residuals being analyzed in the objective function
utilized for mode combination selection. Furthermore, RAAMs
have shown to be able to utilize learned object knowledge to
plausibly estimate object contour and appearance in disturbed
regions. The capture range of RAAMs is approximately the
same as that of the standard AAMs.

B. Current Limitations

The proposed RAAM method primarily targets disturbances
in gray-value appearance—severe disturbances of object shape
are not directly covered. If the shape change is accompanied
by an appearance change, the model might be able to achieve a
correct segmentation of unchanged object parts, but this is not
guaranteed.

For model building, it is essential that training data is free
of disturbances and that no information is missing. Gross et al.
[44] presented a solution for constructing AAMs based on oc-
cluded image data. To deal with arbitrary disturbances, a method
for robustly learning PCA representation based on samples with
outliers proposed by Skocaj et al. [63] might be utilized.

The AAMs can converge to a local minimum during the
matching process, thus yielding only a suboptimal segmentation
result. This is a general problem of AAM-based segmentation
techniques. RAAMs remain affected by local minima. Usually,
a good initial starting position of the AAM can help to pre-
vent this problem. RAAMs can benefit form a good starting
position in two ways. First, it is important that the model has
a reasonable overlap with the disturbed object parts, since the
mode analysis is only done at the beginning of the RAAM
matching. Otherwise, the modes induced by the disturbance
might not be correctly detected. Second, the objective function
is evaluated several times during the RAAM matching, which
itself is based on standard AAM matching. In the case that
the model converges to a local minimum for the optimal mode

combination, another suboptimal mode combination might get
selected.

C. Possible Extensions

In the proposed robust AAM matching algorithm, residual
modes are only analyzed at the beginning. For most cases,
this will be sufficient. However, new modes can arise during
matching, especially when the model has moved considerably
from its starting position. This new information can be utilized
to further increase the robustness of the method by using a
mode tracking approach. The idea is to analyze modes in
each matching step. Newly and previously found modes can
be compared. If new modes emerge, all possible sub-mode
combinations will be tested in conjunction with the actual mode
combination under evaluation. The sub-mode combination with
the highest objective function score will be used instead of the
original mode combination investigated.

Several greedy algorithms can be used during optimization
of the objective function. One possibility is to terminate the
matching process if a certain progress (e.g., improvement of the
residual) is not made after a number of iterations. Mode com-
binations leading to an early termination are unlikely to lead to
an optimal mode and are, therefore, excluded. As for all greedy
approaches, it cannot be guaranteed that they will lead to an op-
timal solution.

VI. CONCLUSION

A fully automated robust AAM matching approach was pre-
sented and compared to the standard matching method on dif-
ferent types of image data and disturbances in more than 800
cases. No a priori assumptions regarding the kind of disturbance
were made. It was shown, that the robust AAM matching algo-
rithm can successfully segment image data corrupted by various
gross outliers, where normal AAM matching fails. Thus, the ro-
bust matching method helps to extend the reach of model-based
segmentation methods in the clinical environment.
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